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Caviar Diplomacy: The Azerbaijani Laundromat

The Trump Tower in Baku. Donald Trump’s business partners in the project – the Mammadovs – also appear in the

Laundromat scheme. Photograph: NurPhoto via Getty Images

September 10, 2017 Collected by Bachir El Nakib (CAMS), Senior Consultant, Compliance Alert (LLC).

A new ESI report Caviar Diplomacy: How Azerbaijan Silenced the Council of Europe Part One – which was
published today describes how an authoritarian regime in Baku has managed to sidestep its commitments to the
Council of Europe, silenced its critics and turned international election monitoring into political theatre.

This is the story of how Europe's oldest human rights organisation has been neutered by a smart and ruthless policy.
Azerbaijani officials referred to it as "caviar diplomacy": a policy that began in 2001, not long after Azerbaijan joined
the Council of Europe, the continent's club of democratic nations. It gathered speed after Ilham Aliyev, who had
served in the Council of Europe's parliamentary assembly (PACE), became president of Azerbaijan in 2003. Once
the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan oil pipeline was completed in 2005 and the Azerbaijani state coffers were awash in oil
revenues, the "caviar policy" shifted into top gear.

The aim was to win and retain the stamp of legitimacy conferred by Council of Europe membership while preserving
the authoritarian structures of an autocratic regime. Azerbaijan has not held a single competitive election since
Heydar Aliyev, the father of current president Ilham Aliyev, came to power in 1993, following a coup against the first
elected president. The Central Election Commission, in charge of organising elections, has stacked the deck so
firmly in favour of the incumbent government that no political competition is possible, fair or otherwise. In the
parliamentary election of 2010, not a single opposition candidate managed to win a seat.

How, then, could the head of the PACE election observation mission in 2010 declare that the elections had met
international and Council of Europe standards? Why, when the human rights situation has steadily deteriorated since
2003, has debate in PACE on Azerbaijan become ever more anodyne, even complimentary?

Critics: Andreas Gross – Andres Herkel – Leo Platvoet – Malcolm Bruce – Christoph Strasser

Beneath the institutional failure, it is also a story about individuals and the difference they can make, for better or
worse, within institutions like the Council of Europe. The cast of this story – the critics and the apologists – are
Swiss, Belgian, British, German, Spanish and Turkish; they are liberals, social democrats, conservatives,
nationalists and former communists. In Azerbaijan too many of them have betrayed the values and traditions set out
in the European Convention on Human Rights. The result may well be the most serious crisis of legitimacy in the
history of the Council of Europe.

Apologists: Joseph Debono Grech – Pedro Agramunt – Paul Wille – Mike Hancock – Eduard Lintner

When Azerbaijan was admitted to the Council of Europe, despite well documented democratic failings, it was with
the idea that Council of Europe membership would gradually transform Azerbaijan. Sadly, the reverse has occurred.
The outcome is a tragedy for the citizens of Azerbaijan, particularly those brave pro-democracy activists who
languish in jail as political prisoners. But it is also a tragedy for Europe, whose values have been trampled. For the
PACE parliamentarians enjoying the benefits of caviar diplomacy are also sitting members of national parliaments
across Europe. And it is certainly a tragedy for the Council of Europe itself, which urgently needs to recover the
values its founders entrusted it with if it is to justify its continued existence.

Many best wishes,

 

Gerald Knaus

What is the Azerbaijani Laundromat?
A scheme to curry influence, pay lobbyists, apologists and European politicians and to launder
cash. The $2.9bn (£2.2bn) operation ran between 2012 and 2014 – meaning that on average
$3m was channelled out of Azerbaijan every day. The source of money isn’t always clear, but it
comes from companies linked to Azerbaijan’s president, Ilham Aliyev, state ministries and
the  International Bank of Azerbaijan, the country’s largest bank, which recently filed for
bankruptcy protection. The cash was transferred into four offshore-managed UK companies.
From there, it was spent in various countries, including Germany, the UK, France, Turkey,
Iran and Kazakhstan.

How was it done?
By clever use of the west’s financial system. Danske, Denmark’s largest bank, handled the
payments via a small branch office in Estonia. It noticed nothing amiss. The organisers of the
scheme exploited Britain’s weakly regulated company system. They registered four firms
at  Companies House in London. These were Hilux Services,  Polux Management, Metastar
Invest and LCM Alliance. The first two were incorporated in Glasgow, the third in Birmingham
and the fourth in Hertfordshire. The beneficial owner of the firms is a secret.

Why Scotland?
Two of the firms used in the Azerbaijani Laundromat were Scottish  limited partnerships,
known as SLPs. There is evidence that money launderers are using SLPs for international
fraud. The companies have all the advantages of a regular firm: they have a “legal personality”
and can open bank accounts. They are also entirely non-transparent. If they do their business
abroad they don’t have to file returns or pay UK tax. No names of real people appear on the
Companies House record. Instead, shadowy offshore agents in the British Virgin Islands
“manage” Hilux and Polux.

Is the government doing anything about this?
Yes, belatedly. In June the government brought in new laws forcing SLPs to reveal their real or
beneficial owners or pay daily fines of up to £500. The move followed concerns that overseas
criminals were piling into SLPs for the purposes of money laundering. According
to Transparency International, between 2007 and 2016 the number of SLPs grew more than
fourfold. They appear to be part of an offshore criminal network.

Who were the beneficiaries?
Several prominent Europeans. One of them is Luca Volontè, the Italian former chair of the
centre-right European People’s party group in the parliamentary assembly of the Council of
Europe (Pace). Volontè was among Pace delegates who  controversially voted against a 2013
report criticising Azerbaijan’s human rights record. The leaked data shows he received more
than €2m (£1.8m). He has been indicted in Italy for money laundering and corruption amid an
investigation of what has been dubbed “caviar diplomacy”. He denies wrongdoing.

Other high-profile beneficiaries include Eduard Lintner, a former German MP with the
Christian Social Union, the Bavarian sister party to Angela Merkel’s ruling Christian
Democrats. Between 2012 and 2014, when he was no longer an MP, his foundation received
€819,500. The cash included a €61,000 payment made two weeks after Lintner
visited Azerbaijan as an election observer. He praised the poll as up to “German standards”. He
says the payments were for legitimate work, and that he did not personally benefit from the
money or know about the original source of funds.

Cash was also sent to Bulgarian and Swiss bank accounts belonging to Kalin Mitrev, who was
then a private consultant, but now works for the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development in London. Mitrev says the money was private income from legitimate
consultancy work and that he was not aware of the original source of the funds. He denies
doing anything wrong.

What about Azerbaijanis?
Most of the beneficiaries are from Baku, Azerbaijan’s capital. They include a diplomat at the
Azerbaijani embassy in London, Orkhan Sultanov, who has reportedly been named as the
country’s foreign intelligence chief, and Jovdat Guliyev, a leading figure in the  Anglo-
Azerbaijani Society. There is no suggestion they were aware of the original source of the
money. There are payments to well-connected regime children studying in Britain or taking
English language courses. One of Baku’s most powerful political families is linked to the fund
via a French company, RCL Holding. Ziya Mammadov, an ex-transport minister, his son Anar,
and other relatives have a multibillion-dollar fortune in Azerbaijan. It includes construction,
hotels and insurance companies. The Mammadovs were once investors in Trump Tower in
Baku, a development that was never finished. There are payments in the data to entities
related to the Mammadovs’ Baghlan Group. The scheme doesn’t link to Trump but does raise
questions about the president’s choice of business partners.

How do we know if this is money laundering?
Danske admits that controls at its Estonian branch to detect and stop money laundering were
not good enough. It discovered the scheme in 2014. The bank says it has reported suspicious
transactions to the authorities, and it is up to them to determine whether and to what extent
these were made for illegal purposes.

Additionally, the suspicious nature of some of the source transactions rings alarm bells. One
firm – Baktelekom MMC – paid more than $1.4bn into the bank accounts. The company has
the same name as Azerbaijan’s telecoms provider but is unrelated. It makes enormous
transfers two or three times a day, with money funnelled back and forth between companies.
Offshore experts say this pattern combined with the sheer “velocity” of the transactions should
have raised red flags.

Where does the data come from?
An anonymous source leaked the data to the Danish newspaper Berlingske in Copenhagen.
The paper shared it with the Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP), the
Guardian, and other media partners. There are details of more than 16,000 transactions,
including names of beneficiaries, bank payment details, and amounts in various currencies.

Where does the data come from?
An anonymous source leaked the data to the Danish newspaper Berlingske in Copenhagen.
The paper shared it with the Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP), the
Guardian, and other media partners. There are details of more than 16,000 transactions,
including names of beneficiaries, bank payment details, and amounts in various currencies.

Source: The Guardian
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